
1000–2000 mm 70 kg
Environment

Indoor & outdoor
User height Max . load
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Highlights about Rabbit Up

The Rabbit Up is a truly adaptable stander. It is secure, reliable and 
adjustable for all standing needs while also offering the independence to 
explore using the optional driving wheels. The Rabbit Up enables the child 
to be an active participant whilst stimulating senses and providing the 
child with more independence. 

Stander and Mobile stander
The Rabbit Up not only meets all your standing needs but 
also offers its users the freedom and opportunity to explore 
using the two optional driving wheels, giving additional 
independence to the child .   

Angle adjustable centre bar
The Rabbit Up has two simple, easy to use angle adjustment 
options: fixed positions and stepless spindle. This makes 
transfer easier and helps obtain the best possible position for 
standing and propelling the driving wheels . 

Quick release wheels
The two driving wheels are equipped with quick release for 
easy mounting and dismounting . The wheels are available in a 
variety of sizes from 22” up to 36” so you can find the perfect 
fit for the child. 

Camber angling
If you choose to use the driving wheels on your Rabbit Up you 
have the possibility to change the camber angle . This enables 
an optimum position of the driving wheels, making propelling 
easier for the child . 
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Frame colours

Standard Standing Rabbit Up size 1 (foot plate not standard) Standard Mobile Rabbit Up size 1 (foot plate not standard) 

Driving wheels

 - 22” 24”

 - 26” 29”

 - 32” 36”

Standard camber 
angle

 - Size 1: 8°

 - Size 2+3: 6°

 - Size 4: 4° 

Standard plus

 -  +3°, +6°, −3°, −6°

Push rims

 - Open 

 - Closed

Brakes

 - 4 castors with 
brakes (standard)

 - Prepared for driving 
wheels, 4 castors 
with brakes 

Castors

 - With brakes

 - Without brakes 
(driving wheels 
must be fitted)

Angle adjustment

 - Fixed positions 
(standard)

 - Spindle

Angle adjustment

 - Fixed positions 
(standard)

 - Spindle

Four sizes

 - Size 1

 - Size 2

 - Size 3

 - Size 4

Four sizes

 - Size 1

 - Size 2

 - Size 3

 - Size 4

Options, Mobile stander

Options, Standing frame

Standard
Mobile stander: Frame, center bar, two driving wheels, standard camber angle, four castors, spoke protectors, fixed positions angle 
adjustment . Standing frame: Frame, center bar, four castors with brakes . 

Yellow for 
size 1

Blue for 
size 2

Silver for 
size 4

Anthracite 
grey for size 3



1 2 3 4

550–740 mm 750–1080 mm 830–1190 mm 960–1420 mm

40 kg 50 kg 60 kg 70 kg

0–30° 0–30° 0–30° 0–30°

700 mm 796 mm 796 mm 926 mm

620 mm 750 mm 800 mm 900 mm

515 mm 500 mm 600 mm 600 mm

635 nn 680 mm    730 mm 720 mm

670–1000 mm 850–1180 mm 990–1310 mm 1200–1530 mm

9 kg 10 .5 kg 11 kg 13 .5 kg

13,5 kg 15,5 kg 16 kg 18,5 kg
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Measurements

User height: floor to axil 

Max . load 

Angling

Length

Length, with driving wheels* 

Overall width

Overall width, with driving wheels*

Overall height

Total mass

Total mass, with driving wheels*

Further measurements at our website
The Rabbit Up is measured in an upright position, without driving wheels and with the foot plate in lowest position

*With driving wheels: size 1 with 22”, size 2 with 26”, size 3 with 32”, size 4 with 36” wheels

Nice to know
Rabbit UP offers the child the possibility to independently 
explore their surroundings by moving around using 
the optional driving wheels – and maybe even more 
important to drive away from situations they do not want 
to participate in .
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Accessories

For more accessories - visit our website

Foot plate/Heel stops
86121x/861252

Hinged sandals for flip up foot 
plate 
86122x

Formed foot plates
86149, 86147, 86148

Separate foot support
86120x

Knee supports, hinged
86131x

Abdominal support
861411

Hip support, front
86160x

Hip support, derotational
86161x

Hip support, rear 
86150x

Surrounding hip support 
861610, 861620, 861630

Back support 
86401

Chest support 
86170x
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Gustav, 7 years old
“So you think you can go faster than me . . .”

Chest support
86180x

Chest support
8618x0

Distance piece
861421, 861422

Extension piece
861480

Connecting system for head 
support 
861424-3, 861424-4

Play box
862501

Tray
862515




